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‘A commercial publishing house with heft.’ We are first and foremost lovers of great stories. 
It is this collective passion that drives all our publishing – fiction and non-fiction. We publish 
fewer books annually than any other division within Penguin Random House, but have a 
greater number of titles on the bestsellers lists - year in, year out - than anyone else, with 
566 titles in the Sunday Times top ten charts in the last 10 years, 134 of them reaching No.1. 

Doubleday 

Where the greatest stories begin. Our literary and ideas-led imprint, 
Doubleday is home to prize-winners Kate Atkinson, Bill Bryson, Hallie 
Rubenhold (Baillie Gifford), Sue Black (Saltire), Sarah Jane-Blakemore 
(Royal Society Science Prize), John Boyne, Paula Hawkins, Anna Hope, 
Rachel Joyce, Terry Pratchett, Donal Ryan, Diane Setterfield, Curtis 
Sittenfeld, and Markus Zusak. 

    Bantam Press 

Transworld’s commercial hardback list Bantam Press publishes many 
of the biggest brand-names in fiction - including Belinda Bauer, Dan 
Brown, Lee Child, Jilly Cooper, Ben Elton, Frederick Forsyth, Ruth 
Jones, Sophie Kinsella, Shari Lapena, Andy McNab and Simon Mayo - 
and ‘expert voices for a mainstream audience’ in non-fiction - 
including Jason Fox, Bear Grylls, Stephen Hawking, James Holland, 
Alan Johnson, Robert Iger and Paul McKenna.  

Corgi  

    The paperback imprint for Bantam Press titles. 

 Black Swan 

     The paperback imprint for Doubleday titles. 
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TRANSWORLD                                                                                                                                      FICTION 

 

08 July 2021 | Natasha Barsby for Bantam Press | 368 pp  

 

 

 

The Playdate 

Andrea Mara 
 

An innocent invitation becomes every 

parent's worst nightmare in this twisty 

domestic thriller 

 

Marissa Irvine arrives at 14 Tudor Grove, 

expecting to pick up her young son Milo from 

his playdate.  

 

But the woman who answers the door isn't a 

mother at the school. She isn't the nanny. She 

doesn't have Milo. And so begins every parent's 

worst nightmare. 

 

As the residents of the small suburb get drawn into the drama, whispers start 

to circulate. And when an unlikely suspect comes to light, everyone starts 

asking themselves: can you really trust another parent with your own child? 

 

 

Andrea Mara lives in Dublin, Ireland, with her husband and three young 

children. Her crime novels have been shortlisted for a number of awards and 

have been ebook bestsellers. Her third novel, The Sleeper Lies, was an Irish 

Times Top Ten bestseller. Andrea also runs multi-award-winning parent and 

lifestyle blog, OfficeMum.ie. 
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TRANSWORLD                                                                                                                                      FICTION 

 

08 April 2021 | Kirsty Dunseath for Doubleday | 352 pp  

Rights sold: Canadian (Doubleday Canada), Czech (Grada Publishing), French (Sonatine), Italian 

(Feltrinelli), Swedish (Modernista), USA (Simon & Schuster US)  
 

 

 

Tall Bones 

Anna Bailey 
 

Tall Bones marks the debut of an explosive 

new talent. A novel about secrets within 

secrets in a town where there is nowhere to 

hide 

 

When 17-year-old Emma leaves her best friend Abi 

at a party in the woods, she believes, like most girls 

her age, that their lives are just beginning. Many 

things will happen that night, but Emma will never 

see her friend again.  

 

Abi's disappearance cracks open the façade of the small town of Whistling 

Ridge, its intimate history of long-held grudges and resentment. Even within 

Abi's family, there are questions to be asked - of Noah, the older brother 

whom Abi betrayed, of Jude, the shining younger sibling who hides his battle 

scars, of Dolly, her mother and Samuel, her father - both in thrall to the fire 

and brimstone preacher who holds the entire town in his grasp. Then there is 

Rat, the outsider, whose presence in the town both unsettles and excites 

those around him.  

 

Anything could happen in Whistling Ridge, this tinder box of small-town rage, 

and all it will take is just one spark - the truth of what really happened that 

night out at the Tall Bones... 

 

 

Anna Bailey grew up in Gloucestershire but then moved to Colorado. Tall 

Bones is based on her own personal experience of an intensely suffocating and 

destructive community, where religious devotion manifested as rage and 

violence. In 2018, she returned to the UK where she enrolled in the Curtis 

Brown Creative novel-writing course.  
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06 May 2021 | Lizzy Goudsmit, Natasha Barsby for Transworld Digital | 384 pp  

 

 

 

Hunt 

Leona Deakin 
 

Sometimes the only way to catch a killer 

is to become their prey. In this highly 

anticipated new thriller, Dr Bloom finds 

herself in more danger than ever before 

 

In Bristol, a young woman jumps into an icy 

reservoir. In Leeds, a girl cuts ties with her 

family and disappears. The only thing that links 

them is a shared obsession with a mysterious 

woman called Paula. 

 

For Dr Bloom, the stories told by their families are disturbingly familiar. She 

has seen this all before. She is sure that this charismatic, charming woman is 

the leader of a cult.    

 

She begins investigating the Artemis community but is met with walls of 

secrecy. Which leaves only one option. She must become one of them. 

 

 

Leona Deakin started her career as a psychologist with the West Yorkshire 

Police. She is now an occupational psychologist as well as a writer, and lives 

with her family in Leeds. She is translated into 12 languages.  
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TRANSWORLD  CRIME & SUSPENSE 

21 January 2021 | Natasha Barsby for Corgi | 384 pp 

Two Wrongs 

Rebecca Reid 

She made a mistake - now's her chance to 

make it right. The explosive new thriller 

from the acclaimed author of Perfect Liars 

and Truth Hurts 

When Chloe goes to university and meets wild, 

carefree Zadie, she is utterly seduced by her and 

her lifestyle. It doesn’t take long for Chloe to ditch 

her studies in favour of all-night parties at huge 

houses off campus. 

But when something goes badly wrong one night and Zadie disappears in the 

aftermath, Chloe knows she should have done more to help her friend. It’s 

something she’ll always regret. 

15 years later, Chloe finally gets the chance to make it right. But in order to do 

so, she’ll have to put everything at stake. 

How far would you go to correct the mistakes of your past? 

Rebecca Reid is the digital editor of Grazia magazine. She is a columnist for 

the Telegraph Women’s section, and has written for Marie Claire, the Guardian, 

the Saturday Telegraph, the Independent, amongst others. She is a regular 

contributor to Sky News and Good Morning Britain. She graduated from Royal 

Holloway’s Creative Writing MA in 2015, and has published two novels.  
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03 February 2022 | Kirsty Dunseath for Doubleday | 384 pp  

Rights Sold: Czech (Grada), Italian (Adriano Salani), Polish (Wydawnictwo Albatros), Serbian 

(Vulkan)  

 

 

 

The Flames 

Sophie Haydock 
 

For fans of The Paris Wife, The Familiars, 

Girl with a Pearl Earring and Mrs 

Hemingway, a stunning novel about the 

lives of four remarkable women, the 

muses who inspired the artist Egon Schiele 

 

The Flames is the previously untold story of four 

real women, the ‘muses’ who inspired the 

charismatic but controversial artist, Egon Schiele.  

 

The four women are Adele, the spirited but 

slightly outrageous and untamed daughter of a good family, who, along with her 

quieter and more conventional sister, Edith, is scandalised when the notorious 

artist moves into an apartment opposite their home; Gertrude, Egon Schiele’s 

fiery sister who is also a victim of their tempestuous childhood; Vally, a poor 

but strong-willed model discovered by Gustav Klimt. With Egon Schiele poised 

on the brink of international success and the threat of war drawing closer, 

each woman attempts to write her own future until an act of betrayal changes 

everything. 

 

 

Sophie Haydock is a journalist and editor. She also works as a digital editor 

for the Sunday Times Short Story Award and is associate director of the Word 

Factory short story organisation. She has written about Egon Schiele for the 

Royal Academy Magazine and Sotheby’s. The Flames won the 2018 Impress 

Prize for New Writers. In the same year, the opening sections of the novel 

were longlisted for the Retreat West First Chapter and shortlisted for the 

PENfro Book Festival’s First Chapter Competition.  
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20 May 2021 | Kirsty Dunseath for Doubleday | 480 pp  

 

 

 

The Dictator’s Muse 

Nigel Farndale 
 

Set in the run-up to the 1936 Berlin 

Olympics, and featuring the enigmatic figure 

of the film-maker Leni Riefenstahl - 'Hitler's 

muse' - a story about love, secrets and 

betrayal  

 

‘We all invent ourselves one way or another...' 

 

Set against the backdrop of the Berlin Olympics 

and the political turmoil of 1930s London, The 

Dictator’s Muse is a novel about misdirected love, 

buried guilt, and how the truths and lies of the past reveal themselves.  

 

Kim Newlands is an English athlete ‘sponsored’ by the Blackshirts and devoted 

to his mercurial, socialite girlfriend Connie. Alun Pryce is a Welsh communist 

with an unshakable belief that the end justifies the means. Their fates become 

entwined after an accident befalls Connie, and both men make decisions they 

will come to regret.  

 

Leni Riefenstahl, the pioneering, sexually-liberated, star film director of the 

Third Reich, is also having to make some hard choices but is able to limit the 

damage they do to her reputation by shaping events in the way she wants them 

shaped. But while some scenes from her life have ended up on the cutting 

room floor, that doesn’t mean they are lost forever.  

 

70 years later, German film historian Sigrun Meier discovers a missing filmclip 

that will lead her to a long-buried secret involving not only Leni, but also Alun 

and Kim. And perhaps Leni always knew that one day this would happen. That 

someone would come along and complete the final ‘director’s cut’ of her life. 

 

 

Nigel Farndale is the author of The Blasphemer, which was shortlisted for the 

2010 Costa Novel Award. His previous books include Haw-Haw: The Tragedy of 

William and Margaret Joyce, which was shortlisted for the 2005 Whitbread 

Biography Award and the James Tait Black Memorial Prize. 
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08 July 2021 | Molly Crawford for Transworld Digital | 368 pp  

 

 

 

The Mix-Up 

Holly McCulloch 
 

Laugh-out-loud and moving, a feel-good love 

story perfect for reading by the pool or on a 

rainy afternoon from an exciting new voice in 

women's fiction 

 

Paige might bake cakes for a living but that doesn't 

mean she wants to get married. She's not dreaming 

about her own wedding cake. Far from it. Which is 

great because her ex-boyfriend has just walked into 

her bakery with his fiancée... 

 

Needing a distraction, she goes to a party in search of a little no-strings-

attached fun. And her friend knows just the guy - the guy in the black top.  

Except there are two men wearing black tops.  

 

Having been abandoned by her friend, she makes her best guess but picks the 

wrong one. This guy wants to be more than just a bit of fun. 

 

Noah was meant to be her perfect distraction, but he's quickly becoming her 

favourite mistake. 

 

 

Holly McCulloch lives in Oxfordshire and bakes beautiful (and delicious) 

cakes for a living. Just Friends was her debut novel. 
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TRANSWORLD  FICTION 

Dog Days 

Ericka Waller 

An uplifting novel about turning points, new 

starts, and the love of dogs for fans of Eleanor 

Oliphant, When God was a Rabbit and A Man 

Called Ove 

George is a curmudgeon in his late 70s and has just 

lost his wife. She has left him notes around the home 

and a miniature dachshund puppy called Poppy. But 

George doesn’t want a dog, he wants to fight 

everyone who is trying to help him.  

Dan has OCD but has channelled his energy into his career as a therapist. 

Afraid to acknowledge his true feelings, his most meaningful relationship so far 

is with his dog Fitz. That is, until Atticus walks into his surgery and his life. 

Lizzie is living in a women’s refuge with her son Lenny. Her body is covered in 

scars and she has shut herself off from the world. She distrusts dogs, but when 

she starts having to walk the refuge’s dog Maud, her life begins to change. 

Dog Days is a charming novel about human beings overcoming difficult 

circumstances, our will to live and love, what goes wrong when we suffer in 

silence, and the way dogs provide a bridge for human beings to communicate 

better with each other. 

Ericka Waller abandoned a career in marketing to pursue her dream of 

writing for a living after her best friend passed away from a sudden aneurysm. 

It taught her life is not fair, nor guaranteed. She spent years working as a 

blogger and columnist, but when she lost two more friends to the Shoreham 

Air Disaster and to suicide, Ericka turned to fiction and joined a Faber 

Academy course. As she worked through her own grief, Ericka became 

fascinated by the myriad ways through which we process tragedy and from that 

fascination, Dog Days was born. 

11 March 2021 | Kirsty Dunseath for Doubleday | 368 pp 

Rights Sold: Italian (Mauri Spagnol) US (St Martin’s)
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04 November 2021 | Suzanne Bridson for Doubleday | 304 pp 

 

 

 

The Arcadia Project (working title) 

Kate McNaughton 
 

A novel about how normal, well-intentioned 

people come to commit acts of evil – and 

how they justify these acts to themselves 

 

Three bright young executives from France, 

Germany and England meet in Paris. Guillaume, 

Jack and Christa have an opportunity that makes 

their friends green with envy – a job with a top 

consultancy firm to work on their new 

environmental project: Arcadia. They quickly 

become an inseparable trio, bound by ambition and 

intense friendship, and whilst they may not admit it, a little in love with each 

other. But soon the bond between them begins to fracture, and the three 

friends come to betray each other in ways that cannot be undone. 

 

 

Kate McNaughton was born and raised in Paris. She read English at 

Cambridge and filmmaking at the European Film College in Denmark. She 

works as a documentary filmmaker and translator, speaks four languages and 

lives in Berlin. 
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21 January 2022 | Bill Scott-Kerr for Bantam Press | 480 pp  

 

 

 

Making Mengele 

Guy Walters 
 

A new biography of the notorious 

personality produced by the Third Reich, 

that of Josef Mengele. A man who has by 

far the darkest and most enduring 

resonance, he continues to fascinate us 

today, 75 years after the war, and over 40 

years since 

 

But why does the intrigue around Mengele 

continue to this day? 

 

This is a seemingly straightforward question that this biography seeks to 

answer. In order to do so, Making Mengele will examine how a well-heeled, 

handsome, charming, kind, and intelligent young doctor became, for a 

comparatively brief time, capable of committing the most sadistic and evil acts 

imaginable. As the photographs and testimonies re-documented here will 

show, Mengele was a man of many and huge contradictions, to the extent that 

he simply cannot only be characterised as a 'monster'. Such an approach is too 

dismissive, too easy. 

 

Unsurprisingly, Mengele certainly did not see himself as a monster. We 

therefore need to understand why, even until the end of his life, Mengele 

regarded himself as a deeply moral human being - indeed a man who benefited 

humanity - and bridled at the notion that he was the 'Angel of Death'. This 

book will also examine the image of Mengele, and what he became in the public 

imagination both when he was in hiding and even after his death. There 

undoubtedly remains a sharp disconnect between the man who Mengele really 

was, and the almost supernatural and darkly angelic figure he became in the 

eyes of the world. 

 

The question is - how did this happen? And specifically, why did it happen with 

Mengele? 

 

Guy Walters is the author of two history books on the Second World War, 

Hunting Evil and Berlin Games. He is also the author of four thrillers set in the 

same period. A former Times journalist, he writes widely on historical topics 

for the national press. 
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30 September 2021 | Suzanne Bridson for Doubleday | 352 pp 

 

 

 

Terry Pratchett - The Official Biography 

Rob Wilkins 
 

The official biography of one of the 

world's best-loved and bestselling 

storytellers - Sir Terry Pratchett - by the 

person who was, for over 25 years, his 

assistant, business manager, close friend 

and confidante: Rob Wilkins 

 

The first and only authorised biography of Sir 

Terry Pratchett, creator of the international 

bestselling Discworld series, drawing on the 

memories of those closest to him, and on his 

own unpublished thoughts on his childhood. 

 

 

Rob Wilkins was for many years Terry's personal assistant and business 

manager, travelling with him around the world and acting as amanuensis during 

the writing of the Discworld novels.  
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28 January 2021 | Michelle Signore for Bantam Press | 288 pp  

 

 

 

How to Master Your Monkey Mind 

Overcome anxiety, increase confidence and 

regain control of your life 

Don Macpherson 
 

Don Macpherson, one of Britain's top mind 

coaches, gives you the tools you need to tune 

your brain and regain control of your life 

 

Are you a worrier? Do everyday challenges weigh 

you down? Do you wish you could tackle the bigger 

issues with more confidence and clarity?  

Do you struggle to stay on top of challenges both at 

work and socially? 

 

With more than 25 years' successful mind coaching under his belt, Don 

Macpherson will show you his ten simple tools to turn down the volume on 

the negative chatter in your head and take back control of your life. His 

techniques have turned around the performances of countless elite sports 

stars from the worlds of motorsport and rugby union.  

 

Here, for the first time, Macpherson shares the secrets of how he helps people 

to find their confidence, be more assertive and change their lives for the 

better. 

 

 

Don Macpherson is a British mind coach who combines mind management 

techniques and hypnosis with an in-depth knowledge of modern neuroscience. 

His most high-profile work has been coaching dozens of world-class sports 

professionals, including F1 racing drivers, Premiership fooballers, international 

rugby players and Wimbledon tennis champions. Over 30 years Don has also 

helped countless other people with a diverse range of issues such as anxiety, 

stress, lack of confidence and relationship problems. Don takes challenging 

mind-management concepts, and makes them easy to understand and to put 

into practice.  
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TRANSWORLD                                                                                     LIFESTYLE & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

14 January 2021 | Helena Gonda for Bantam Press | 256 pp  

 

 

 

The Sober Girl Society Handbook 

Millie Gooch 
 

Part memoir, part survival guide, this 

empowering self-help book is The Unexpected 

Joy of Being Sober for the Gen Z generation 

 

Have you ever woken up feeling anxious after a 

night of drinking? Do you cringe with 

embarrassment when reminded of your wild antics 

at girls' night? Are blackouts increasingly becoming a 

problem? 

 

Whichever way you look at it, it's hard to avoid 

how alcohol really makes some of us feel: terrible. Whether you're simply 

sober-curious or determined to make a more permanent change, this book 

shows not only why you should but also how you can, in a way that will change 

your life forever. 

 

Offering tips and advice on how to stay sober in a world that revolves around 

drinking, this handbook will empower you to transform your relationship with 

alcohol so you can lead your most fulfilling life. 

 

It's time to join the Sober Girl Society! 

 

 

Millie Gooch is the founder of the Sober Girl Society and is one of the voices 

leading the sobriety movement in the UK. As a journalist, she has written for a 

range of publications, and her campaigning work has been featured everywhere 

from ELLE and Stylist to the BBC and Evening Standard. 
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TRANSWORLD                                                                                     LIFESTYLE & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

15 October 2020 | Susanna Wadeson for Bantam Press | 128 pp  

 

 

 

A Little Happier 

Derren Brown 
 

An essential handbook providing practical 

and accessible guidance for living life more 

contentedly 

 

Happiness is impossible to define and illusory. How 

then are we to lead happier lives?  

 

In A Little Happier Derren Brown condenses the 

lessons of his international bestseller Happy into 17 

beautifully-wrought, wise and profoundly reassuring 

mini-chapters, each one challenging us to think 

differently so as to overcome anxiety in a difficult 

world. 

 

None of this is real when each of us tells stories about our lives in too tidy 

narratives that are seldom true and rarely helpful. We should be wary of goal 

setting: long-term goals fixate us on a future that may not happen and we may 

not wish for when we get there. Life is hard, messy and complex; our friends 

will probably let us down; most of what has got us here is blind luck and a 

series of false starts. But if we can learn to separate what we can control - our 

thoughts and actions - from all else beyond our control, we can find a surer 

footing with which to greet the world. 

 

 

Since redefining the genre of magic for intelligent, modern audiences, Derren 

Brown has become synonymous with the art of psychological manipulation 

and his TV shows have become must-see events. Derren has played Russian 

Roulette on live television, convinced middle-managers to commit an armed 

robbery in the street, led the nation in a séance, amongst many others things. 

On top of this he tours every year with a sell-out stage show and has recently 

finished a run on Broadway, NYC. His previous books are: Tricks of the Mind, 

Confessions of a Conjuror, Happy and a book of his caricatures, Portraits.  
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TRANSWORLD                                                                                     LIFESTYLE & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

09 September 2021 | Susanna Wadeson for Bantam Press | 384 pp  

 

 

 

The Book of Secrets 

Derren Brown 
 

The bestselling author of Happy and 

Tricks of the Mind turns his back on the 

Stoics who informed his last book, in a 

new wonderfully wise and entertaining 

exploration of how we best live and grow 

 

In this book Derren Brown continues his 

pursuit of what brings meaning to life and how 

best to muddle through it with reference to 

some of the world's great philosophers.  

 

Beginning with the ideas of Carl Jung and the notion that whatever we might 

try to hide and bury in our past will always come back to bite us, he has to 

wonder if the Greeks were right – unless we tend to all aspects of our lives 

and who we are, the snubbed secreted aspects of ourselves will wreak 

revenge. Rather than avoid disturbance perhaps it is essential for a healthy life. 

Perhaps we need to accept and experience complexity. Is anxiety in fact a 

pointer for growth? Is a good place only good because it sits between the twin 

pulls of wild happiness and distress? And what is the secret that lies in this 

good place? 

 

 

Since redefining the genre of magic for intelligent, modern audiences, Derren 

Brown has become synonymous with the art of psychological manipulation 

and his TV shows have become must-see events. Derren has played Russian 

Roulette on live television, convinced middle-managers to commit an armed 

robbery in the street, led the nation in a séance, amongst many others things. 

On top of this he tours every year with a sell-out stage show and has recently 

finished a run on Broadway, NYC. His previous books are: Tricks of the Mind, 

Confessions of a Conjuror, Happy and a book of his caricatures, Portraits.  
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18 March 2021 | Henry Vines for Bantam Press | 262 pp  

 

 

 

Supercharge Your Brain 

The New Science of Maximising Your 

Brain Health, from Sleep to Nutrition, 

Exercise to Social Life 

James Goodwin 
 

The definitive guide to keeping your 

brain healthy for a long and lucid life, by 

one of the world’s leading scientists in 

the field of brain health and ageing 

 

The brain is our most vital and complex organ. 

It controls and coordinates our actions, 

thoughts and interactions with the world 

around us. It is the source of personality, of our sense of self, and it shapes 

every aspect of our human experience. 

 

Yet most of us know precious little about how our brains actually work, or 

what we can do to optimise their performance. While cognitive decline is the 

biggest long-term health worry for many of us, practical knowledge of how to 

look after our brain is thin on the ground.  

 

Combining the latest scientific research with insightful storytelling and practical 

advice, Supercharge Your Brain reveals everything you need to know about how 

your brain functions, and what you can do to keep it in peak condition. In this 

ground-breaking new book, leading expert Professor James Goodwin explains 

how simple strategies like exercise, diet, social life and sleep can transform 

your brain health paradigm, and shows how to keep your brain youthful and 

stay sharp across your life. 

 

 

James Goodwin is Special Advisor to the Global Council on Brain Health. He 

holds a Chair at Exeter University Medical School and is a Professor of 

Physiology at Loughborough University. Goodwin was previously Chief 

Scientist at Age UK, Britain’s foremost non-profit, dedicated to improving the 

lives of older people and delivering the benefits of research into ageing. He is 

also a regular media commentator, appearing on Today, the Jeremy Vine Show, 

BBC TV News, local radio, ITV and Sky News.  
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TRANSWORLD                                                                                                                                    HUMOUR 

 

29 October 2020 | Michelle Signore for Bantam Press | 144 pp   

 

 

 

Juche - How to Live Well the North Korean 

Way 

Oli Grant 
 

If The Little Red Book met The Little Book of 

Hygge ... this hilarious book brilliantly satirises 

national lifestyle trends, taking the guiding 

principal of North Korean communism as its 

subject 

 

Imagine a world where men and women are treated 

as equals, where the elderly are respected not 

neglected, where children can realise their dreams. 

Imagine a kind and fair society where people are free 

from worry and woe. Imagine a life, harmonious and balanced, where people 

are united by their love for their leader. Imagine that leader, wise and mighty, 

so devoted to his people that he is prepared to keep watch on every single 

one of them.  

 

Welcome to North Korea. 

 

Juche is the guiding principle of North Korean communism: the art of self-

sufficiency. How to Live Well the North Korean Way will explain how you can: 

solve the stresses of your commute (sleep in the office); lose weight fast 

(rationing and daily military parades); embrace mindfulness (through manual 

labour) and cure urban loneliness (three families living in one room). 

 

'Conceived for the people, by the people, Juche states that only through back-

breaking work, soul-nourishing study and boundless courage can progress be 

achieved.' 

 

 

Oli Grant was born in 1993. After graduating from The University of Bristol 

with a degree in English Literature and Drama, he got a job in publishing, which 

he is yet to be fired from. He hopes to be married with children one day. 
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The Greatest Games 

Jamie Carragher 
 

Inspired by his hit podcast, Liverpool legend 

Jamie Carragher explores the games that 

have shaped his love of football – as a player, 

as a pundit and as a fan 

 

Sharing his views on the greatest matches he has 

played in or enjoyed as a fan, Jamie Carragher takes 

readers into the dressing room, on to the tour bus 

and out on to the pitch as he relives the defining 

moments of his playing career and the games that 

have shaped the sport during his lifetime.  

 

'I want to look back at those special games that, as a kid, made me fall in love 

with the game; tell some of the untold stories about the big games I was lucky 

enough to play in and reflect on the great matches that, since retiring, I've been 

privileged to witness as a pundit and a fan.' 

 

Told with the same wit, humour, intelligence and passion behind his hit podcast 

and his punditry, The Greatest Games sees Jamie speak to teammates, rivals, 

managers and legends of the game. With their help, Jamie shines a fresh light 

on a selection of the beautiful game's greatest matches: title deciders, cup 

finals, against all odds comebacks, underdog tales, old school classics, tactical 

masterclasses and end to end thrillers. 

 

 

Jamie Carragher was born in1978 and after making his way through 

Liverpool's youth ranks, made his debut for the first team aged 18. He played 

over 700 games for Liverpool, the second most of any player in the club's 

history, winning the Champions League as well as ten other major trophies. He 

also made 38 appearances for England. Since retirement, Jamie has gone on to 

become one of the country’s top football pundits and analysts. He was voted 

'Pundit of the Year' by the Football Supporters Association in 2016, 2017 and 

2019, and was part of the Sky Sports team that won the RTS Award for Best 

Sports Programme for Monday Night Football. He is the host of the number 

one podcast, The Greatest Games. 
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Running The World 

My World-Record Breaking Adventure to 

Run a Marathon in Every Country on Earth 

Nick Butter 
 

An inspiring story of adventure and 

endurance, following one man's world record 

breaking attempt to run a marathon in every 

country in the world 

 

On January 6th 2018, Nick Butter tied his laces and 

stepped out on to an icy pavement in Toronto, 

where he took the first steps of an epic journey 

that would see him run 196 marathons in every one 

of the world's 196 countries. Spending almost two years on the road and 

relying on the kindness of strangers to keep him moving, Nick's odyssey 

allowed him to travel slowly, on foot, immersing himself in the diverse cultures 

and customs of his host nations. 

 

Running through capital cities and deserts, around islands and through 

spectacular landscapes, Nick dodges bullets in Guinea-Bissau, crosses 

battlefields in Syria, survives a wild dog attack in Tunisia and runs around an 

erupting volcano in Guatemala. Along the way, he is often joined by local 

supporters and fellow runners, curious children and bemused passers-by. 

Telling their stories alongside his own, Nick captures the unique spirit of each 

place he visits and forges a new relationship with the world around him. 

 

Running the World captures Nick’s journey as he sets three world records and 

covers over 5,000 miles. As he recounts his adventures, he shares his unique 

perspective on our glorious planet, celebrates the diversity of human 

experience, and reflects on the overwhelming power of running. 

 

 

Nick Butter is an endurance runner, adventurer and motivational speaker. 

He lives in Bristol. 
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SPOON-FED 

Tim Spector 

 
One of the world’s leading scientists of food and nutrition 

reveals why so much of the current advice about food and 

nutrition is dangerously inaccurate, misleading and often 

downright wrong  

 
27 August 2020 | Bea Hemming for Jonathan Cape | 288 pp  

Chinese Simplified (New Star Press), Dutch (Uitgeverij Nieuwezijds), 

Italian (Bollati Boringhieri Editore), Japanese (Hakuyo-sha), Korean (Sigma 

Press Inc), Romanian (Lifestyle Publishing), Russian Federation (Mann, 

Ivanov & Ferber), Turkish (The Kitap Yayinlari) 

 

 
THE CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE 

Gavanndra Hodge 
 

A beautifully written, poignant, fearless account of grief, 

memory, trauma and the love between two sisters 

 

The Consequences of Love is a story of loss and recovery, trauma and 

memory. Ultimately it is a joyous and compelling account of the 

strength of the love between two sisters and how nothing is ever 

truly lost if we are brave enough to return to where we began. 

 

 
14 May 2020 | Fenella Bates for Michael Joseph | 320 pp  

 

A LOVER'S DISCOURSE 

Xiaolu Guo 

 
A story of desire, love and language – and the meaning of 

home – told through conversations between two lovers 

 

Suffused with a wonderful sense of humour, this intimate and tender 

novel asks universal questions: what is the meaning of home when 

we’ve been uprooted? How can a man and woman be together? And 

how best to find solid ground in a world of uncertainty? 

 
13 August 2020 | Poppy Hampson for Chatto & Windus | 288 pp   

German (Verlagsgruppe Random House) 
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ARKHANGEL 

James Brabazon 
 

The brutally authentic, tense and terrifying thriller from 

bestselling author and frontline journalist James Brabazon 

 

James Brabazon is an award-winning front-line journalist and 

documentary filmmaker. Based in London, he has travelled in over 

70 countries, investigating, filming and directing in the world's most 

hostile environments. 

 
20 August 2020 | Rowland White for Michael Joseph | 400 pp  

Rights Sold: US (Penguin Group US) 

 

 
STRANGE FLOWERS 

Donal Ryan 
 

The extraordinary story of a family devastated by a sudden 

disappearance and transformed by a miraculous return 

from the award-winning author loved by David Nicholls, 

Kamila Shamsie and Sebastian Barry  

 

Beautiful and devastating, this exploration of loss, alienation and the 

redemptive power of love reaffirms Donal Ryan as one of the most 

talented and empathetic writers at work today. 

 
20 August 2020 | Fiona Murphy for Doubleday | 240 pp   

Chinese Simplified (Shanghai Literature and Art Publishing House), Danish 

(Jensen & Dalgaard), Hebrew (Lesa Press), US (Penguin Random House) 

 

HOUSE WITH NO DOORS 

Jeff Noon 
 

At first glance, Leonard Graves’ death was unremarkable. 

Sleeping pills, a bottle of vodka, a note saying goodbye. But 

when Detective Henry Hobbes discovers a grave in the 

basement, he realises there is something far more sinister 

at work... 

 

Jeff Noon trained in the visual arts and drama and was active on the 

post-punk music scene before becoming a playwright, and then a 

novelist. 

 
14 January 2021 | Bill Scott-Kerr for Doubleday | 384 pp 
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